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IEEE-ICT interacts with IEEE-CCE
IEEE student members of Ibra
College of Technology (ICT) visited
Caledonian College of Engineering
(CCE) in Muscat on June 13, 2012.
The main purpose of the visit is to
interact with the student members
of IEEE-CCE to discuss probable
collaborative activities.
The ICT students were warmly
welcome by Mr. Ramakrisna
Kumar. He prepared a program of
activities for the day. Part of this
program was a presentation detailing
the actual operation of the college, its vision and mission, the different Engineering programs
they are offering and the available facilities to the students.
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Mr. Glen Magbanua
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Ms. Mofeeda Pangadil
Mr. Roy Luneta
Mr. Donato Villaceran
Mrs. Asiya Rummana

Special Thanks to
Publishing Center

The highlight of the visit was the tour to some of the laboratory classrooms, lecture rooms and
the state-of-the-art library showing the different equipment and facilities used in the teachinglearning process of the college.
While having the lunch break, the students got the chance to casually talk and interact with each
other. Each student branch is hoping that they can together share a common activity the future.
The IEEE-ICT student members were accompanied by Ms. Blasminda Mayol, Computer
Engineering Technical Instructor .
By Miss. Blasminda Mayol
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Message from the
Head of Department

From the Editor’s Desk
A Brand New Start
Time flies so swiftly. Without noticing it, another year is
over! I survived another year in Oman. For me, the year 2012
was full of challenges and a few other failures. But when I
reminisced those days, triumphs and joys overshadowed my

Dr. Faris Salman Al-Naimy

hardships. Blessings were more than what I can recount!
At the beginning of each New Year, many people make

Engineering education at Ibra College of Technology has the

resolutions. Many choose the New Year as the time to turn

main objective of disseminating knowledge in the field of

over a new leaf. Some decide to change to a new and

engineering and to train students to achieve expertise and

improved lifestyle. Habitual spendthrifts decide to mend

excellence in technical work in order to serve the society as
professional engineers.

their ways. Most of us, who enjoy eating unhealthy food,
latch on to the latest dieting fad. The New Year symbolizes

The world is currently facing a global expansion in

the birth of hope and the renewal of life. A new year offers an

technological advancements. Therefore, it is the aim of

opportunity for a fresh start!

engineering education in this department to produce
engineering graduates who are technically proficient and

I am getting really excited. Where will this New Year leads

creative, through nurturing of their personalities and

me? Pondering on these thoughts, I wrote lists of tasks I

attitudes, so that they are capable of continuous learning

want to get done and things I want to achieve. My list goes

and independent study through higher education. We offer

on and on. My paper was full. Finally, I thought that

our students a rich educational experience, an experience

everything I wrote down boils down to two things and they

that marries intellectual rigor and cross-disciplinary breadth

whisper too much encouragement to me.

in an intimate way.
The engineering department is still growing up. The
department is now offering Advanced Diploma programs in
six disciplines. Quantity Surveying specialization has been

“Be the kind of person who makes something lovely from
something unlovable
Be a blessing in all I choose to do”

added just this semester.

Life is brimming with so many new things and opportunities.

Equally important as our progress in the laboratory is our

But it is necessary to empty out the old to make rooms for

work in the classroom. Engineering faculty members are

the new to enter. Though no one can go back and make a

dedicated to sharing their knowledge with the next

brand new start, anyone can start from now and make a

generation of learners. It is our responsibility to provide

brand new ending. With a New Year comes a new possibility!

students with a supportive environment where they can
flourish as scholars and be competitive in the marketplace.

Happy New Year to All!
By Mr. Arnold N. Santos

Message from Website & Publication Committee
We are very delighted to release the Volume 3, Issue 1 of the department newsletter for the current academic year 2012 – 2013.
We tried the best to include all the activities that the department completed though the various events organized by each
department committees. Contributions made by the staffs and students give extra flavor to this issue. We expect the continued
support from all staff and students alike for the up-coming issues. Let us showcase our achievements and accomplishments by
taking an active part in the process that we have started through the guidance and motivation by the Head of Department. We
are looking forward to the next issue with great zeal.
“ You can never get a second chance to get a first impression.”
“mindset determines what we do and what we become…”

Zigziglar
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Advanced Diploma Computer
Engineering Students Visit Oman Air

HoS, Electrical & Electronics Elected to
IEEE Oman Executive Board

Advanced Diploma Computer Engineering students visit the
IT Infrastructure Department of Oman Air on 19th June

Mr. Arnold N. Santos, head of

2012. This activity is part of the department’s approach to
expose the students to actual industries that the students will
be working with as soon as they finished their studies.

Engineering, was elected as one

Electrical

Electronics

of the executive officers of IEEE
-Oman

Mr. Rajendran, team-leader from Oman Air, took the
responsibility of guiding the students to understand the

section

during

the

organization’s general meeting
held at the Modern College of

details of their activities. The team organized different
lecture sessions to explain the job responsibilities of the key
people in the different domains of their IT department. They
also arranged a tour to the various IT departments and to

&

Business

and

Science

on

December 18, 2012.
Mr. Santos, together with the other elected officers will

their server rooms to show the actual hardware
configuration and real operation of their networking

spearhead the IEEE-Oman section activities for the current

systems. The students gathered sufficient information
regarding the installation and maintenance of networking

been actively involved in IEEE-Oman section’s activities. He

components, maintenance and enhancement of computers,
development and applications of software applications.

three years.

Oman Air plans to enhance its present IT infrastructure by
implementing a new data recovery center providing the

year. Even before his election to this position, Mr. Santos has
is also the counselor of IEEE-ICT student branch for the past
Before moving to Oman, Mr. Santos was a very active
member and officer of various professional organizations in

airline with a leading edge solution to ensure flawless and
continuous services in the event of a failure in the main IT

his country of origin. These include IEEE-Philippines,

system. This solution will allow all IT systems to be
duplicated and backed up in real time and thus safely store

(lIEE), Young Engineers of the Philippines (YEP) and the

for immediate use. They also implement CISCO Systems
networking components which involve replacing and laying

(MRSP).

fiber and UTP cables as well as Veritas-based replication for
critical servers.

are as follows:

Institute of Integrated Electrical Engineers of the Philippines
Mechatronics and Robotics Society of the Philippines
The complete lists of IEEE-Oman Executive Board Officers

The students got a real opportunity to validate their
theoretical knowledge on the topics they learned through the

Chairman

Dr. Ahmed Al-Naamany

MCBS

Vice-Chairman

Dr. Amer Al-Hinai

SQU

various courses during this visit. Mr. Feslin Anish Mon,
Computer Engineering lecturer, organized the visit and was

Secretary

Ms. Lublubah Al-Hatmi

CCE

Treasurer

Mr. Ramakrishna Muthavaram

CCE

accompanied by Ms. Blasminda
Engineering technical instructor.

Events & Publications

Mr. Arnold Santos

ICT

Membership Development

Mr. Said Al-Shanfari

Nawras

Webmaster

Mr. Iftaquaruddin Mohammed

SQU

Mayol,

Computer

By Mr. Feslin Anish Mon

from page 1 …….ICT-IEEE Student

in cooperation with the Oman Society of Engineers (OSE) and in partnership with TUV Rheinland, one of the leading global
providers of technical, safety and certification services.
Mr. Anil Kumar, in-charge for TUV Rheinland business stream industrial services for West and North India regions, presented
some of the pre-service and in-service plant inspection methods using the most advanced non-destructive testing techniques.
Dr. Ing. Oliver Weissmann, Vice President for Information Security of the TÜV Rheinland AG, tackled a very interesting topic
that outlined all the mechanics of an information security management system directly applicable in industrial environments.
Mr. Arnold N. Santos, head of Electrical & Electronics Engineering and ICT-IEEE branch counselor, was one of the active
organizers of this event which culminated with the awarding of the token of appreciation to the two invited expert speakers by
Dr. Muhammad Bin Aref Abu-Zaki, one of the board members of OSE representing the transportation and communications
sector and Dr. Ahmed Al-Naamany, IEEE Oman section Chairman.
The event was well received and attended by IEEE professionals and student members from various companies, colleges and
universities all over the Sultanate of Oman.

By Mr. Arnold Santos
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Staff Development
Physics Behind Common Sense

Urban Shopping Streets as
Sustainable Public Spaces
Another

interesting

seminar

organized

by

the

Staff

Development Committee - “Urban Shopping Streets as
Sustainable Public Spaces” was presented by Ms Nasreen
Kauser, Lecturer in Architecture on 4th June 2012.
The seminar aims to provide information of some iconic
streets in the world like Times Square, New York, Littleton,
and some urban streets in metro cities like Delhi, Mumbai,
Chennai, and Bangalore. Taking some design concepts from
the world’s iconic streets, her presentation attempts to focus
on the sustainability and how to rejuvenate the shopping
streets as a public space, and develop these streets from its
current situation to maximize its potential in the future. The
recent growth, trends and issues of urbanization has become
a challenge to the infrastructure development in metro cities
which is taking away from page 4

Continue to page 9..

“Physics Behind Common sense” was an extremely engaging
seminar that was organized by the Staff Development
Committee on 15th October, 2012 with Dr. Amit Misra,
Physics Lecturer, as the resource speaker. Our perception
and appreciation of the various phenomena and facts
associated with day to day life constitute our common sense.
In this presentation, Dr. Amit illustrated and elucidated
using video clips, photos, and slides, how these phenomena
and facts can be explained and understood by applying the
various principles of Physics. The seminar participants were
very much enthusiastic and discussed their doubts thereby
making the seminar very interesting and interactive. As a
token of appreciation, Mr. Syed Mohd Saad, HoS of
Mechanical Engineering and Dr. Faris Al-Naimy, HoD
Engineering presented a Certificate to Dr. Amit for sharing
his valuable time and pioneering ideas.
By Dr. Amit Misra

Time Management
Teachers are facilitators of education and it is necessary to
deliberately allocate an amount of time on specific activities. By
doing so, we can increase the effectiveness and efficiency of the
efforts we do every day. In a survey conducted by the Staff
Development Committee, time management has been identified
as a need among the engineering staff. Last June 18, the
committee organized a Time Management Seminar with Dr.
Ravishankar, Lecturer in the Business department as the
resource speaker. He focused mainly on the ways to improve the
management of time and maintain efficiency in performance
level. He likewise motivated the participants by comparing positive and negative points of human life. Through an analogy, he
differentiated the past as a cancelled cheque, present as encashable cheque and future as a promissory note. “As we value
money, time also has to be valued extensively to avail all its benefits,” was the golden words from him. With deep appreciation
and as a token of gratitude, Mr. Arnold Santos, HoS – Electrical Engineering presented a certificate to Dr. Ravishankar.
By Mr. Mohd. Ibrahim
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Staff Publications
Biometric Recognition for Safe Transaction
using Vein Authentication System
Dr.Faris Salman Majeed Al Naimy 1 ,
Mr. M. Mohamed Syed Ibrahim2, S.S yed Amma 2
1HOD, 2Lecturer,
Department of Engineering, Ibra college of Technology, Oman

Balanced Trust Management for
Ad Hoc Networks
S. Feslin Anish Mon1, Dr. Raj Kumar Saha2, Dr. L. Rajaji1
in Engineering, Ibra College of Technology, Oman
2Professor, BR Ambedkar University, India

1Faculty

This paper presents a review on the finger vein authentication
device that uses blood vessel patterns as a personal identifying
factor. The vein information is hard to duplicate since veins
are internal to the human body. A reliable biometric system
should recognize the person based on his physiological or
behavioural characteristics. Today security becomes the most
important aspects in this world so most of the country taken
biometrics as a tool to solve the above mentioned problem.
Some of the popular biometric techniques are fingerprint, face,
hand/finger geometry, iris, retina, signature, gait, voice, hand
vein, or the DNA information. Vein technology is the fast
growing technology today and veins are available beneath the
person’s skin. It was introduced to the world in 1992.The
researchers paid their attention to this finger vein in the last
ten years. The finger vein technology is different for each
individuals and even it is different for the twins. It wont
change even age grows. The finger vein is extracted from the
patterns which are present inside the skin so the
authentication is high compared to finger, face biometric
technology. The two important methods which are used to
acquire image from finger vein are contact and non contact
methods. Non contact method is becoming popular around the
world among the people. Contact method is similar to that of
fingerprint enrolment technique. The authentication rate of
finger vein technology is same as that of iris but the most
disadvantage of iris is the application of light directly to the
eye.

Mobile Ad Hoc Networks are those which could be rapidly
deployed anywhere without any infrastructural facilities. The
topology will be very much dynamic and the entry and exit of
nodes will be unpredictable. This makes the MANET more
vulnerable to attacks. Security becomes more threatening
due to the insecure admission of the nodes to the network.
Variety of security protocols which successfully provide
security to the Infrastructure based networks fails because of
the Adhoc nature of the nodes. All these situations need
more security at least to protect the information that is being
transferred between the nodes. New nodes should not be
allowed to communicate if the node is not trust worthy. To
evaluate the Trust, In this paper we aim at designing some
techniques by which a user can gain trust upon subsequent
communications / Transactions made in the network so that,
with that trust factor, the new nodes can join the network.

IET ,3rd International Conference on Sustainable Energy & Intelligent
System(SEISCON ),India on 27-29 December 2012

One of the advantages, the Indian industries had, was the
quality combined with low cost. In recent years, this
advantage is waning away because of the invasion of world
market by cheaper products from China. This challenge can
be overcome by producing quality products at reduced costs,
which in turn requires faster and efficient design and
manufacturing methods. This paper presents the concept of
involving different enterprises for designing and
manufacturing. The basic approach is to include the
strength, efficiency and the resources of different enterprises
for the successful design and manufacture of new products to
face the challenges of high global competitions. Present day
machines invariably include components of automation and
smarter operations which are basically specialized by some
electronic industries, who can be partnered in the design
stage itself. Similarly enterprises which have expertise in
various mechanical fields like casting, forging and
fabrication can be included as partners from the design stage
itself. This paper discusses in detail, the various aspects of
design such as automation, process planning, evaluation and
structure under a multi- enterprise environment for
manufacturing. Object oriented approaches in solving such
problems are discussed in detail.

Cooperative MIMO Based Cellular
Networks: A Comprehensive Survey
K.Shamganth *, Dr.Martin Sibley**, Dr.Faris Salman Al-Naimy***,M.P.Reena†
† Lecturer, Ibra College of Technology
** Professor, University of Huddersfield, United Kingdom
***Head of Engineering Department, Ibra College of Technology
† Assistant Professor, Sri Venkateswara College of Engineering, India

Recently, there has been increasing interest in integrating
multi-hop relaying functionalities into cellular wireless
networks. Multi-hop cellular networks can potentially
enhance coverage, data rates, and QoS performance.
Cooperative multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) is one
of the cooperative schemes adopted in multi-hop cellular
network. Cooperative MIMO technology allows a wireless
network to coordinate among distributed antennas and
achieve considerable performance gains also it promises
significant improvements in spectral efficiency and network
coverage. In-depth investigations and careful system designs
are required to exploit the potential advantages in
Cooperative MIMO based multi-hop cellular network.
IET ,3rd International Conference on Sustainable Energy & Intelligent System
(SEISCON),India on 27-29 December 2012

International Conference on RADAR, Communication and Computing in
Computer Science and Engineering held in India, December 2012

Solution to Challenges Faced by Indian
Industries: Designing with
Multi-Enterprise Partnership
KS. SEETHARAMA
Faculty in Engineering, Ibra College of Technology, Oman

International Journal of Engineering Science and Innovative Technology
(IJESIT) Volume 1, Issue 2, November 2012

Ni/Silica Catalyzed Acetylation of Phenols and Naphthols: An Eco-friendly Approach
Manawwer Alam, Ateeq Rahman, Research Center – College of Science, King Saud University, Riyadh 11451, Saudi Arabia
Department of Chemistry, Vidya Vikas College of Engineering Chevella, RR District, Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh, India

A method for 10% Ni/SiO2 catalyst is developed for acetylation of phenol, substituted phenols, naphthols, substituted alcohols
under mild liquid phase conditions affording aromatic esters with maximum conversions of 50–80% and 100% selectivity. The
catalyst showed remarkable reusability for up to 4 cycles. This methodology is eco-friendly, economic with Ni/SiO2 catalysts
exhibiting no loss of activity the first report for acetylation of substituted phenols to esters with 10% Ni/SiO 2 catalyst.
2013 King Saud University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V
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Events

Student Induction Program

Staff Induction Program

Mechanical Engineering Students Project Receives Appreciation
A team of Mechanical Engineering students received appreciation from
Dr. Faris Salman Al-Naimy, HoD Engineering for their outstanding
project “Fabrication of Portable Concrete Mixer” during the Summer
Semester AY 2011-2012. Concrete mixer (also called a cement mixer) is
a construction equipment used to homogeneously combine cement and
aggregates such as sand, gravel, and water to form a concrete. This
equipment is crucial in mixing concrete to a certain degree of precision.
Several types of cement
mixers are available for
rapid concrete
production. This project
is a model of an electric
drum type concrete mixer which consists of a rotating drum. The blades inside
the drum provides simultaneous mixing of all materials to produce the concrete
quickly and efficiently. It is portable and useful for small application like
constructing small homes in the villages. This project was under the supervision
of Mr. Mashul Nusrathulla , lecturer in Mechanical Engineering. This diploma
project is an output of the students’ ingenuity – thus the appreciation goes to Saeed Khwaiter
Mohd Al-Hajri, Saleh Ali Saleh Al-Kasbi, Yusof Abdulah Al-Hajri.
by Mr. Nusrathula
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Student Activities
Outgoing IEEE Members Bid
Farewell, New Officers Elected

On Job Training Status Report
On-the-job training (OJT) is one of the best training

IEEE members moving for advanced studies at Higher

methods used by the Colleges of Technology. It is planned,

College of Technology bid farewell in a simple yet very

organized, and conducted at the student's worksite. OJT is

emotional ceremony held at ME-108 on June 27, 2012.
The ceremony commenced with a video presentation
reminiscing the activities that were organized and completed
during the academic year. The highlight of the event was the
emotional farewell speeches and testimonials delivered by
the outgoing members and the encouraging words of thanks
and acknowledgment of the branch counselor, Mr. Arnold

generally the primary method used for broadening student’s
skills

and

increasing

productivity.

It

is

particularly

appropriate for developing proficiency skills unique to
student’s job in the future, especially those jobs that are
relatively easy to learn and require locally-owned equipment
and facilities.

All outgoing

OJT focuses on the acquisition of skills within the work

members were accorded small token of gratitude and

environment, generally under normal working conditions.

likewise received certificate of appreciation for their

Through OJT, students acquire general skills that they can

contributions to the success of the organization. The

transfer from one job to another and specific skills that are

ceremony culminated with a buffet of traditional foods

unique to a particular job. OJT typically includes verbal and

served and shared by all attendees and guests after the event.

written instruction, demonstration and observation, and

Meanwhile, in an earlier general membership meeting

hands-on practices and imitations. In addition, OJT process

conducted at EE-102 on June 11, 2012, new set officers were

involves a supervisor or an experienced staff passing

elected. These officers are expected to continue the legacies

knowledge and skills to novice student.

Santos and the HoD, Dr. Faris Al-Naimy.

the past officers have started. They will also face the

Students under OJT (2011-12)

challenge of maintaining the same degree of enthusiasms
among members and prospective members. The roster of
new officers is as follows:
Chairman

Mahmoud Al-Aamri

Vice-Chairman

Ibrahim Al-Mahrooqi

Vice-Chairwoman

Raya Al-Rashdi

Secretary

Naema Al-Sawafi

Treasurer

Mohamad Al-Ismaili

Membership
Development

Majid Al-Battashi

Activities & Publicity

Yahya Al-Harthi

In the academic year 2011-12, 155 students completed OJT in
various specializations from different organizations and
industries. The comparative graph is presented above. From
this graph, it is clear that the number of students going for
OJT after completing their level of studies is increasing with
each semester.

By Mr. Subhash Gupta

“What is the recipe for successful achievement? To my mind
there are just four essential ingredients: Choose a career
you love, give it the best there is in you, seize your
opportunities, and be a member of the team.“
Benjamin F. Fairless
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from page 4 …Urban Shopping … most of the valuable public

spaces. Urban planners should facilitate the development of a
pedestrian-oriented character shopping streets. Considering
that these shopping streets are loaded with heavy traffic thus
making it difficult for the old age people to walk; the design
should be able to achieve an equitable balance among
pedestrian,

bicycle,

vehicle

and

other

modes

of

transportation while developing a mix of amenities and

Fire Fighting Awareness
Conducted
The Engineering department have conducted an awareness
program on “Fire Fighting” on 12th June, 2012. Large
number of students and staff in the College witnessed the
event. They learned basic information about fire fighting and
how to use fire extinguisher. The details are provided below:

activities that contribute to pedestrian convenience and
enjoyment. Ms. Nasreen showed a practical design scenario
of MG Road of Bangalore with some detailed sketches
wherein she reduced 100% of pedestrian vehicular conflict
and increased 70% of public space by following some design
guidelines and policies. This problem in the urban shopping
streets exists all over the world hence; the seminar was very
informative to the participants.

by Ms. Nasreen Kauser

Triple Filter Test of Socrates
In ancient Greece, Socrates was reputed to hold knowledge
in high esteem. One day an acquaintance met the great
philosopher and said do you know what I just heard about
your friend? Hold on a minute Socrates replied. Before
telling me anything I would like you to pass a little test. It’s
called the Triple Filter Test. Triple filter? That’s right,
Socrates continued. Before you talk to me about my friend, it
might be a good idea to take a moment and filter what you
are going to say. That’s why I call it the triple filter test.
The first filter is Truth. Have you made absolutely sure that
what you are about to tell me is true?? No, the man said
actually I just heard about it All right, said Socrates. So you
don’t really know if it’s true or not.
Now let’s try the second filter, the filter of Goodness. Is what
you are about to tell me about my friend something good?

Fires are very dangerous and they may occur due to various
reasons like:
1. Burning of cloth, wood, paper, rubber, plastics.
2. Burning of gas, liquid, petrol, and other substances.
3. Potentially energized electrical equipment like short
circuits or over loading of electrical cables.
4. Ignition of some metals like sodium, titanium, magnesium,
uranium, lithium etc.
Fires are identified according to one or more fire classes
depending on the cause. Each class designates the fuel and
materials involved, and suggests the most appropriate
extinguishing agent to be used. The classification allows
selection of extinguishing agents to be used to effectively put
-out the fire. It also considers avoiding unwanted sideeffects. The table below illustrates the types and the kinds of
fire extinguisher suitable for a particular category.

No, on the contrary, the man said… So, Socrates continued,
you want to tell me something bad about him, but you are
not certain it’s true.
You may still pass the test though, because there’s one filter
left: the filter of Usefulness. Is what you want to tell me
about my friend going to be useful to me? No, not really…
Well, concluded Socrates, if what you want to tell me is
neither true nor good nor even useful, why tell it to me at all?
Compiled by Mr. Feslin Anish Mon

“The best way to not feel hopeless is to get up and do
something. Don’t wait for good things to happen to you. If
you go out and make some good things happen, you will fill the
world with hope, you will fill yourself with hope.” Barack Obama

Fire Extinguisher Usage Guide
By Mr. Pramod K.
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Engineering Trends, Innovations and Developments
Phone of the future

Silicon Nanowire Transistors
(A new hope to IC industry)

The phone which you are seeing in the figure starts to work
by bending it into different positions to make calls, use apps,

The Integrated Circuit (IC) technology has been regarded as

and listen to music. The bendable phone was created by

one of the most important inventions in the engineering

research teams at Queen’s University in Canada and Arizona

history. The tremendous progress in IC technology in the

State University.

past four decades has become the driving force for the
Information

Technology

(IT)

revolution,

which

has

marvelously changed our lives and the whole world. The
secret of the miracle in IC technology is actually simple:
scaling down the dimension of each transistor, the basic
element of integrated circuits, and increasing the total
number of transistors on a single IC chip, decreasing power
dissipation, and increasing working speed of the IC. Today,
the

commonly

used

transistor,

i.e.

metal-oxide-

semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) have gate
lengths in the sub-100nm regime. However, short channel
effects (SCEs) , such as threshold voltage (V T) rolloff and
The screen is 9.5-centimeter (diagonal) and is actually a
lightweight flexible display. It also resembles a bendable
piece of plastic.

drain-induced-barrier-lowering (DIBL), become increasingly
significant, which limits the scaling capability of planar bulk
or silicon-on-insulator (SOI) MOSFETs. At the same time,

The customer can fix the way how the phone should work.
They can choose to bend the upper-right corner to listen to
music, or bend the lower left to make a call. These shapes are
then recorded into the software, and when repeated, they
send the appropriate action to the device.
This phone can work exactly the same as the smart-phone. So
far the newly invented bendable phone does not have the
camera, but we may expect the camera features in its higher
version. Since it is clear that the paper future phone will start

the relatively low carrier mobility in silicon (compared with
other semiconductors) may also degrade the MOSFET device
performance e.g., ON-current and delay. For these reasons,
various novel device structures like silicon nanowire
transistors, carbon nanotube FETs etc, and new channel
materials like strained silicon, pure germanium, molecular
transistors etc are being extensively explored. Among all
these promising post-CMOS structures, the silicon nanowire

to work by bending, we don’t know what will happen if a

transistor (SNWT) has its unique advantage – the SNWT is

person sits or runs because there may be possibility of

based on silicon, a material that the semiconductor industry

bending the phones. The doubts will be cleared if the phone

has been working on for over thirty years; it would be really

comes to the market.

attractive to stay on silicon and also achieve good device

http://privatelivestream.blogspot.com/Phone of the future

metrics that nanoelectronics provides. As a result, the silicon
nanowire transistor has obtained broad attention from both

Geek Author: Jennifer Bergen.
Compiled by Mr. Ibrahim

the semiconductor industry and academia.
By Mr. Hasin Alam

“My grandfather once told me that there were two kinds of people: those who do the work and those
who take the credit. He told me to try to be in the first group; there was much less competition. ”
Indira Gandhi (1917-1984) Prime Minister Of India
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Staff of the Month
JULY 2012

SEPTEMBER 2012

Syed Amma Sheik

Romuel Firmalino

Lecturer
Electrical & Electronics Section

Technical Support
Mechanical Section

OCTOBER 2012

NOVEMBER 2012

Thaddeus Carreon
Technical Support
Electrical & Electronics

Dr. Amit Misra
Lecturer
Physics Section

New Staff - Fall 2012
LECTURERS

Dr. Ateeq Rahman
Ph.D. Organic Chemistry

Mr. Hasin Alam
MTech Elect. Circuit & Systems

Indian

Indian

Mr. Mohankumar Kalimuthu
M.E. Computer. Integrated
Manufacturing, Indian

Mr. Gopikrishna Pasam
M. Tech. Power System

Ms. Abha Gupta
M.S. Nuclear Physics

Dr. Kais Al-Naimee
Ph. D. Physics / Ph.D. NonLinear Dynamics, Iraqi

Indian

DECEMBER 2012

Robert Villegas
Technical Support
Mechanical Section

Indian

Mr. Jafar Abdulkarim
M.S. Architecture Engineering
Canadian

TECHNICAL SUPPORT

The Deadline for submitting
contributions for Equilibrium,
Volume 3, Issue 2
is on May 31, 2013

Mr. B.S. Anil Kumar
B.E. Electronics and Communication
Indian
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Cross word Puzzle for Physics
Down

Across

1. A negative electrode.

5. A negatively charged ion.

2. A non-conductor of sound, heat
or electricity.

7. A positive electrode.

3. The scientific study of sound.

9. A common temperature
scale.

4. An instrument for measuring
temperature

10. An instrument for
measuring atmospheric
pressure

6. A positively charged ion.
8. Reflected sound.
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Number FIT
Puzzle
Put
all
the
eleven
pieces
into the 5x5
board so that
each
row,
column,
and
main diagonal
(both diagonals
are highlighted)
c o n t a i n s
different digits, 1
through 5. No
piece is rotated
or flipped, and
no
pieces
overlap
each
other.
Down
1. Cathode
2. Insulator
3. Acoustics
4. Thermometer
6. Cation
8. echo

Cross word Puzzle for Physics (Answer)
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Answer and Solution

Across
5. Anion
7. anode
9. Celsius
10. Barometer
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